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Logline 
Epic journeys to understand the last tattoo traditions


Synopsis 
Filmed over 8 years, Director Maellyn Macintosh sets off on an epic journey to understand 
what unites all indigenous cultures through their tattooing practices. From the tattooed 
women of the Indian jungle, to shapeshifting shamans, and tattoos that give supernatural 
power and protection, this is also a personal journey for her as she receives her own 
tattoos and begins to understand what is at the core of some of the oldest known 
tattooing traditions.
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FAQS 
Written by Maellyn Macintosh, director.


How did ‘Eternal Ink’ start? 

I became fascinated by traditional, hand-tapped tattoos while living in London, after 
meeting a group of heavily tattooed freakshow performers. After spending some time 
interviewing tattoo artists at the tattoo conventions in London and Florence, I decided to 
head off and find some of the last remaining communities who still use tattoos as part of 
their culture.  In Florence I also met tattoo anthropologist Dr. Lars Krutak, who has 
documented many of these practices.  I was inspired by his work and he has also 
provided a lot of knowledge and assistance along the way.


My first journey was a 6 week recce which took me from Kathmandu in Nepal all the way 
through to the South of India.  On this trip I first met the tattooed Baiga ladies of Central 
India and the Ramnami Hindu sect, who have tattooed almost their entire bodies with the 
name of the Lord Ram. 


My subsequent travels were completed between 2013 and 2019, as and when I could 
afford to travel.  I completed the final edit during the 2020 covid lockdown.
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What was the inspiration for the narrative? 

I began to notice that most of the indigenous tattoos had many things in common, such 
as the geometric shapes, magical creatures that seemed to give strength to the wearer, 
and the traditions and rituals associated with the tattooing.  Another interesting thing was 
the belief in many communities that tattoos made a person recognizable to the ancestors 
in the afterlife.


Many of these similarities spanned continents and cultures that had presumably never 
met.  To find out more, I began examining the belief systems and spiritual practices of 
each community. My inspiration was never solely about tattoos, but rather tattoos as a 
vehicle of culture, and so I’ve focussed the film along these lines.


Note: As a filmmaker, my views are solely my own, and I am not an anthropologist or 
expert in tattoos in any way. 


How did you choose which communities to film? 

From the beginning, I knew it wouldn’t be possible to visit every community I wanted to.  
Ultimately, as my research progressed, I became more interested in some traditions than 
others.  I also wanted to document some communities that had not been filmed before, or 
are not as well known.  For example, the Maori and Polynesian tattoos have been well 
documented.  The Baiga, Ramnami, San and Shiphibo designs, on the other hand, had 
not been documented as well.
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What were the biggest challenges in making the film? 

The first challenge was finding enough money to fund my travels. For the duration of 
filming, from 2011-2019, I didn’t take any holidays but instead travelled only to film. 


In many cases, it’s hard to get good content without returning to a community a second 
time, or at least spending long periods with them to build up trust and raport.  This was 
always difficult with a limited budget. 


 n some communities, Borneo being a prime example, the elderly who have the tattoos 
have converted to Christianity or Islam and are embarrassed by what they now think of as 
outdated beliefs, and they simply won’t talk about them.


As a woman travelling alone, there were numerous very sticky situations I found myself in, 
such as being held hostage by a man who had taken my passport in Peru, or escaping 
my drunken host in a remote part of the Borneo jungle (I subsequently didn’t include this 
segment in my film).


Working solo was also very challenging, especially as I became very ill on more than one 
occasion.  


These stories and more will form a book of memoirs of the journeys.
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What were your favourite memories? 

I have many great memories from my travels and the beautiful people I met along the way.  
One of those was being tattooed for the first time by Mangala in India.  I had been 
extremely ill and unable to film after being in hospital, and I pulled all my strength together 
to film that day. Mangala was so kind and so happy to meet me that I really felt that the 
experience and getting my tattoo gave me some kind of physical strength that day.


I also loved meeting the San, who were such lovely, hospitable people.  Being back in 
Africa, where I was born, was very special to me. 


In the Brazilian Amazon, our small wooden boat broke down in the middle of the Ucayali 
River at night.  It was a surreal and beautiful experience as we drifted on the giant river 
with the stars above.
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How did you decide the length of the film? 

Originally, I wanted to make a series of films, dependant on how many communities I 
could visit, but later decided to shorten the content and make a standalone film.  The 
reason for this was because feedback from the first few episodes indicated that the films 
were too heavy on tattoo-centric knowledge that was overwhelming for a general 
audience.  I also decided to focus the narrative on the spiritual aspects and leave out 
other ethnographical content. 


A lot of  content sadly didn’t make the cut, some of which I may repurpose later.  The 
lovely tattooed ladies of the Kayan and Kelabit tribes in Borneo were not included. A 
piece on tattoo artist Colin Dale, who successfully replicated Otzi the Iceman’s tattoos 
with an acupuncturist in the Italian slopes was also cut to shorten the film, and many 
other fascinating interviews.
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How was ‘Eternal Ink’ funded? 

‘Eternal Ink’ was entirely funded by myself.  I wanted to ensure that the narrative 
remained my own, and that the communities filmed were respectfully represented. This is 
why the film took me in total almost 10 years to complete. 

At the outset, a crowdfunding campaign was launched but it was unsuccessful.

To keep costs down, I ended up literally making the film solo. This included writing, 
producing, directing, presenting, filming and editing it. 

 I also taught myself to make music for the soundtrack. Two beautiful songs, ‘Mehabi’ and 
‘Nasamat Sharki’ from the album ‘Sea Salt’, by Dubai musician Nina Oud also feature.


What’s next? 

I am working on my next documentary project, which was inspired by some of what I 
learned while filming with the Shiphibo shaman Maestro Herberto in Peru.  The film will 
look at the relationship between shape and sound.  More details will follow.
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PS.  I Have not included modern tattooing in the film, so I add this as an aside.


How do modern tattoos differ from traditional tattoos? 

Modern tattoos draw a lot from indigenous tattoos, but there are many obvious 
differences too.  In the past, most tattoos identified a tribal group, but in modern times we 
are free to pick and choose whatever design takes our fancy, whether it’s from our culture 
or someone else’s culture.  


In the Western world we are taught to think and identify as individuals, so if we choose a 
butterfly design for example, it would be because we identify somehow with that creature, 
or it holds a specific memory.  As a traditional design the tattoo would likely represent a 
creature that was local to the community and had specific spiritual significance to the 
group.  


The idea that tattoos (specifically those of animals) give the person some kind of 
supernatural strength, is inherent in both modern and indigenous designs. Dragons and 
tigers for example, serve as a marker of someone who has fierce energy.  This idea of 
animals offering supernatural strength can be seen in many things.  For example, every 
country has a national animal, and their sports teams might simply be known as the 
(British) Lions, the (South African) Springboks, etc.  It seems obvious that the animal 
chosen should reflect the ‘spirit’ of the people of that country, and even more obvious 
that an animal that is percieved to be weak, such as a mouse, would not be chosen.


In both modern and traditional tattooing, the act of tattooing can signify some sort of 
coming of age, or landmark in that person’s physical or spiritual life.  The physical act of 
tattooing, something that permanently changes the skin, along with the pain, can feel very 
cathartic, and so as a coming of age ritual in itself, it can be very powerful.  In the modern 
world we often choose tattoos to mark a memory, and there is some sense of a subtle 
change of consciousness following the tattoo.
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About Maellyn Macintosh 

Maellyn is a South African-born filmmaker with over 15 years experience in creating 
content, including documentaries, short films and more.


Her passion is documenting little-known cultures, animals and the natural world, and she 
is no stranger to remote locations and unusual subjects. 


She has predominantly worked as a one-woman-band, creating content from concept to 
completion. Her work has taken her throughout Europe, Asia, Africa, South & Central 
America, and The Middle East. She is currently based in Barcelona. 


Personal Statement 

I believe in telling positive stories. In my work I seek to unlock the mysteries of 
ancestral wisdom for the modern world, and to inspire understanding and respect 
between all communities, and for the world we live in. 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Reviews 

Amazon Prime *****Inkredible

Loved this! Ambitious footage from many remote locations and a unique narrative. Great 
exploration of tattoo culture and recurrent themes among diverse peoples across the 
world.


Links 

Maellyn’s website

www.maellyn.com


Film website

https://www.maellyn.com/
eternal-ink-documentary


Vimeo (Trailer)

https://vimeo.com/48473005

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/
eternalinkdoc


Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/
eternalinkfilm/


Amazon Prime Video

https://www.amazon.com/
Eternal-Ink-Tattoos-Spirit-
Worlds/dp/B08RF11M32


Dr. Lars Krutak, Tattoo 
Anthropologist

https://www.larskrutak.com


Otzi the Iceman: Museum 
website

https://www.iceman.it/en/the-
iceman


Lady of Cao Museum, Peru

https://www.elbrujo.pe


Maestro Herberto

https://www.yosiocha.com


Ajahn Thoy (Thai tattoos)

https://www.facebook.com/SakYantEmbassy
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Ajahn Mat (Thai tattoos)

https://www.instagram.com/ajarnmat

Ajahn Man (Thai tattoos)

https://www.instagram.com/ajahnman


Hendra (Borneo tattoo)

https://folktattoospace.com/artist


Dqae Qare San lodge, Botswana

https://www.dqae.org


RARI Rock Art Research Institute, South Africa

https://www.wits.ac.za/rockart


Bhoramdeo Jungle Retreat, India

https://www.facebook.com/bhoramdeojungleretreat


Chinkara Journeys, India

http://www.chinkarajourneys.com


Nina Oud (Musician)

https://soundcloud.com/nina-oud
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Credits 

Written, directed, produced, filmed, edited & presented by Maellyn Macintosh

Music by Maellyn Macintosh (various) &

‘Mehabi’, ‘Nasamat Sharki ‘by Nina Oud from the album 'Sea Salt’

Huge Thanks to Dr. Lars Krutak for advice, support and reference

Colin Dale for support, information & hospitality


Thanks to the Contributors 

India, Baiga 
Mangala & Family


Thailand 
Arjahn Thoy

Ajahn Man

Ajahn Mat


Ajahn Pinky

Fred Tenger


Brazil 
Baristika Matis


Binin Maui Matis 

Shapu Zibo Matis  

Bina Mena Matis 

Bini Shuna  Matis


Borneo 
Herpianto Folk Hendra


Arth Akal

Pairin Mingel


Peru, Amazon 
Maestro Herberto

Maestra Lucinda


Peru, La Huaca Cao 
Dr. Regulo Franco Jordan


Italy 
South Tyrol Museum of Archaeology


Dr. Lars Krutak, Tattoo Anthropologist


India, Ramnami 
Mehatta Ram Tandon & Family


Bhagwati Bhatpare

Punia Bhai Ram


Tirth Ram

All of the Ramnami community
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Botswana 
Aron Johannes, Chairman of the Kuru Trust


Dinah Bob, Guide & Translator

Esther Camm, Guide & translator

Xgaiga Qomaxha, Healer & Guide


Qose Qarega

Ncaoka Kgaxhao


All of the staff at Dqae Qare San Lodge


South Africa 
Dr. Sam Challis, Senior Researcher, 


Rock Art Reasearch Institute, Wits University


Thanks To my guides and translators 

India

Sunny Uphaday , Bhoramdeo Jungle Retreat


Saurabh Agrawal, Chinkara Journeys

Akhilesh Bharos

Harish Pahare


Thailand

Fred Tenger , Guide & Fixer

Sasitorn Luna , Translator


Brazil

Victor Raul Pacaya


Mikel Garcia Nograro , Translator


Borneo

Pairin Mingel , Translator


Peru, Amazonas

Nicholas Bruce, Fixer & Translator


Peru, La Huaca Cao

Gustavo Alonso Sanchez


Edit Translations 

Hindi  - Sarika Mayekar

Thai -   Treesukondh Chirimakara


Spanish - Yasmina Demou

Portuguese - Mikel Garcia Nograro & Christie Malgut


San Naro -  Dinah Bob
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Camera and additional assistance 

Yasmina Demou - General assistance and ongoing support

Christie Malgut - General assistance & camera assistance

Gustavo Alonso Sanchez - Camera operator, Trujillo, Peru


Shahannah Snyder - Camera assistance, Iquitos, Peru

Andy Pinkney - general assistance, Bolzano, Italy


Thanks to my Indiegogo Crowdfunding supporters 

Melissa  Carames Assorey

Yasmina Demou

Andrea Truccas

Helena Appio

Travers Lee


John Livesey

Neil Fergusson


Angela Neustatter

Su Malleiro


Paola Crespi

Mal Woolford


Seb Giambrone

Mocasele


Vince Bonhomme

Sebastien Beguerie


Gemma Smith

Remigijus Krizius


Kat Han

Hisashi Katakura

Yukinobu Kusda
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